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There has been a concerted effort in the past week by Life Force and crew to engage me 

and draw me into a war of words, to cover the fact their groups are collapsing. 

Apparently I am Black Sun (M) and I work for the Viking (M) no you did Kim, I guess 

she has forgotten that also, who is also Black Sun as well, pot and kettle springs to mind. 

Their narrative, reputations and standing has plummeted to new depths and they are 

trying to deflect it all onto our group, and in particular me. Lets not give them the energy 

the multi titled failure so desires, to drag good people into a war of words to negate their 

own failures. We will carry on doing, achieving and building things, not false promises 

and wrecking their own group with lies and wrath. Their leaders and their groups literal 

life force is ebbing away before their eyes. I kept to the business side, whilst they made 

up lies on a personal level, time did tell. Interestingly, one of the more recent blasts at us 

by that group coincided with attempts to hack the TPC server, and it just happens that 

multiple hacks were attempted this week and failed. In another twist and timing is 

interesting, we received a request from Anna Von Reitz to join the FB page. It will be 

interesting as to what she wants to engage us with, given the issues she had with Kim and 

I. Our issues is that she is A. connected to the Vatican and B: is the fiduciary for the 

bloodline families, but if she wishes to really help the people then our door is open.  

 

Requesting someone in each Communal Gathering give me a brief update this week 

please as to what has developed in their gathering, or progress, or what they are working 

on for the future, so I can put it into next weeks show. I already have the communal 

gathering gardening one, thanks. Welcome to their world of fearicide, a bizarre 

contradictory world where the obvious is missed, but the tv portal people and politicians 

voices reign. Isn't it kind of bizarre that people are so afraid of germs, but will gladly 

consume carcinogens, pesticides, toxins and chemtrails, fluoridation in their food, air, 

water, drinks, skin and body care every single day, all without batting an eyelid. Fear 

from a virus that was never isolated, which means it was never found, and thus never 

proven to exist. A virus so dangerous it killed the ability to think, it killed logic and 

common sense. It helped politics crush science, just like the church did 500 years ago. It 

swallowed societies in an avalanche of unsanity. A magic virus with a tape measure, a 

calendar, a watch, that killed off the flu and common cold. It shuts schools, businesses 

and homes down, it rendered all those previously known as experts as fake as a glass eye. 

It rendered Governments and politicians as defunct, and made the inhabits of such 

rendered like a punch and judy show, replete with strings. It has destroyed the publics 

trust in medical services, teachers, school boards and elected officials. It split apart 

families, loved ones, friends and work colleagues. Turned people into masked crusaders, 

bandits of the day and the night. It has all been produced by clowns in a big production 

theater of the absurd called a circus, and the majority of people were happy clapping it in 

the peanut gallery. All shouting look at me I've been a good little citizen and I'm on the 
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side of the Government and science, aren't I cool, all whilst the Government was pushing 

their own genocide. Trust the science they say, I would sooner use a blow torch to my 

testicles than listen to that crew. Phd does that mean problem hearing discernment. Covid 

whilst putting a mask on, really took the masks off and showed those people up for who 

they really are. I said in 2020 we would see, now we really have. Whilst many are 

walking away from the jobs, he should be a reminder with their slavery system and mind 

memes, they have taken up 2/3 of each working day with work for many years. Some will 

say but 2/3 is 16 hours and we don't work for 16 hours a day, that is the mind meme, 

because that is not possible as, there is only 12 hours in a day, not 24 hours as they 

conveniently mind controlled us with. 

 

Some positive news from Canada it seems more people are calling out the system. More 

interesting news! The RCMP have received so many citizen complaints about Trudeau’s 

hate speech, that they have set up a specific office dedicated to this investigation. A 

criminal investigation of Trudeau for hate speech is active, and the RCMP are politely 

taking our calls. Call the RCMP at 613-993-6884. 

 

Just as predicted in last weeks show, the copy and paste portal people went on full war 

drums to deflect how bad the rest of the news is, and stifle the failing Covid experiment. 

The head of the German navy has resigned over controversial comments he made over 

Ukraine. Kay-Achim Schönbach said the idea that Russia wanted to invade Ukraine was 

nonsense, he added that all President Vladimir Putin wanted was respect. A number of 

countries have supplied weapons to Ukraine, including the US and UK. But Germany has 

refused Ukraine's request for ammunition. So stating an opinion and down playing war, is 

now a sackable offense to those who are offended by everything.  

 

The UK has accused President Putin of plotting to install a pro-Moscow figure to lead 

Ukraine's government. (M) these people don't get irony do they? Having along with the 

CIA and P2 done that to many countries, talk about accusing others of doing what you 

are doing, all very LF and DNC that to me. 

 

The Foreign Office took the unusual step of naming former Ukrainian MP Yevhen 

Murayev as a potential Kremlin candidate. Russia has moved 100,000 troops near to its 

border with Ukraine, but denies it is planning an invasion. Perhaps if NATO removes all 

their troops, Russia would not need to protect their own country with 100K troops? I 

know, perhaps that was a bit too much common sense for the Military leaders to 

comprehend. UK ministers have warned that the Russian government will face serious 

consequences if there is an incursion. In a statement, Foreign Secretary Liz Truss said: 

The information being released today shines a light on the extent of Russian activity 

designed to subvert Ukraine, and is an insight into Kremlin thinking. Russia must de-

escalate, end its campaigns of aggression and disinformation, and pursue a path of 
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diplomacy. Russia offered a peace deal and stated all troops would return if NATO 

stopped their expansions, and who refused that deal? NATO. NATO must disband, end 

its campaigns of aggression and expansion, not to mention their disinformation rhetoric 

spat out by the BBC and others, and then the whole region can be in peace. But that 

wouldn't please the shekel people would it? This whole Ukraine deal is faction fighting, 

NATO are the Rothtilians and Russian General are all Black Sun.  

 

Maybe this story is connected to the last one? Pavel Durov, the executive director and 

founder of Telegram, one of the world’s most popular messaging apps, has said a 

proposal to ban crypto currency mining and crypto-related transactions via Russian 

financial services, would lead to an inevitable outflow of IT specialists. The ban, which 

has been touted by Russia’s central bank, would also destroy a number of sectors in the 

high-tech economy, the billionaire said, noting that no developed country has prohibited 

crypto currencies. Because so called developed countries are ran by lunatics is why. Such 

a ban will inevitably slow down the development of blockchain technologies in 

general, Durov said in the post shared on his Telegram channel and on VK, Russia’s most 

popular social media platform. Which is a good thing, the last thing this planet wants is a 

monetary technology system, which will lead to the people having no control over any 

aspect of their lives. Check out the applications planned in the smart cities, using the 

ironic mirror to watch your every move. You wish to know if that is the future, what 

about the advert for the keep fit course using the mirror? They will monitor everything 

you do, food, dental hygiene, exercise, don't do what is approved? your crypto based 

credits will go down or your health premiums will sky rocket, your social security will go 

down or worse deleted, and welcome to District 9. Your sex life will be monitored, your 

toilet and contents monitored, what you read, how you use the internet, who you engage 

and where you go. Life will be monitored 24/7 with a range of cameras, sensors and 

listening devices everywhere. That is what blockchain and crypto brings, no part of your 

life will belong to you, all ran by a dead currency for essentially dead people. By dead I 

mean, non creative, without creativity the spirit dies, and what we are left with is 

automaton drones sustaining a meaningless existence, and an abomination of life, spirit 

and the joys of being alive with a freedom of choice. 

 

Bank of America CEO Brian Moynihan is feeling the impact of the Great Resignation at 

his company. Interesting the writer wrote great resignation with starting capital letters, 

kind of resemble the great reset doesn't it, perhaps where this meeting took place will 

confirm that. The record numbers of U.S. workers quitting their jobs, 3% left their roles 

in September alone, creating headaches for businesses trying to keep positions filled. A 

lot of people left the labor market and they’re not going to come back, even with a strong 

bid for their services, Moynihan said during a virtual event hosted by Fortune and the 

World Economic Forum. That’s just the reality we’re going to be facing, we’re going to 

be chasing that dynamic of not enough people working. Ouroborus programs in action, 
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one suspects next, they will make a rules on stringent welfare payments to corral people 

back into work. The Great Resignation started in April of last year amid the COVID 

pandemic, as workers started going off in search of higher pay and better benefits, or left 

the workforce altogether. Moynihan said the difficulty in finding workers won’t be fixed 

anytime soon. He cited the decline in U.S. birth rates as a key factor in the current labor 

shortage. The population growth rate has fallen in half during the last decade and we just 

don’t have enough people now, Moynihan said. Yes, Mr. Moynihan, because that was 

another ouroborus program you didn't plan properly, of sterilizing vast numbers of people 

in many countries. Or was it the case they are setting up a future choice of get back to 

work, or we replace you with robots and crypto based credits, not money with a 

Universal Basic Income to those who are left? 

 

The BBC ran two pro pagan da pieces on Monday morning, both designed to steer the 

narrative, and both are the current news stories. This will point out clearly as to how the 

media operate, using pro pagan da and outright lies, with a twist of irony and his story 

revision they are all so infamous for. No adult level of thinking, and only child level 

rhetoric resembling that of a playground bully. As the Covid gives way to the war 

machine rhetoric of NATO, and the desire for the Hebrew Anunnaki to make more 

shekels. Having failed with their narrative on Covid, they laid out the issues of Ukraine in 

typical fashion of leaving out key points, and bringing in a Mr. Rosenberg born to, to 

answer the touchy questions. The Covid narrative focused on people who quit their jobs, 

rather than be permanently debilitated by the jabs. Two lines stuck out, 1. The BBC said 

it was only a small minority quitting their jobs, lies, 13M quit July, August and 

September, figures for the months since have not been released yet. All designed to 

pressure people with the numbers game, you are the minority, in fact figures not obtained 

from Johns Hopkins show otherwise. 2. 55% support the mandates, but they did not use 

the figure 45% who don't, they used the term more than a 1/3, given many people are 

incapable of ascertaining what that figure is, again it was designed to not give people the 

truth, and make it again look like a minority. Emily Dickens, head of government affairs 

for the Society for Human Resource Management, which found 75% of its survey 

respondents would not make vaccines or weekly testing a requirement without a 

government mandate. That is the real figure, and shows the level of coercion that has 

been used on people, with threats, intimidation tactics bordering on and dancing over into 

Zionist Fascism. The Ukraine narrative was pure pro pagan da, a scripted Q & A to sway 

the public into thinking like the BBC and there ilk. Q1. was designed to create fear, 

suggesting bordering countries would be brought into the war, Q2. was about civilian 

casualties and so more fear, Q3. Was trying to convince the public that NATO are not a 

threat, Q4. would Ukraine be better if it was a NATO country Q5. If Putin says he wont 

invade, why are the US threatening them, the rhetoric in that question bordered on child 

level thinking. The opening line was, well words are not important, actions tell a different 

story, oh the irony of that statement. The real question is, how many countries have 
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Russia invaded since WW2 compared to the 81 countries the US has attacked, and the 

several countries NATO has bullied into accepting NATO. Q6. Explaining as to why 

Russia has put 100K troops on border, is there proof of such force? no, the real question 

is, why NATO are taking over the whole of Europe and pushing ever closer to Russia's 

border for decades. Or why NATO are installing dozens of missile sites ever closer to 

Russia and pointing them at Russia? Q7. Why are superpowers interested in Ukraine, 

well they at least mentioned that Russia believes it is part of their territory before the fake 

Berlin Wall came down, as US goons and NATO decided how to divide up their lands 

into what is essentially in future battle zone. And countries are being placed into the front 

line of it. Q8. Could Russia disrupt energy supplies, again creating more fear, and the 

answer is yes. Q9.was asking how the Ukrainians are feeling, since when as the war 

machine and their media counterparts ever cared about that? Q10. Is Russia preparing to 

invade Ukraine, and the reporter gave an honest answer, I have no idea he said, exactly, 

yet you write this fear laden pro pagan da piece to steer public opinion. He used this line 

to end it, as any film buff will tell you, when there's a gun on the table, it usually means 

someone's going to use it later. Forgetting it was NATO who put the gun on the table, and 

the American goons who have said for the past 70 years, the Russians are coming for us. 

The great question is, did they? nope, because these people are liars, fear and doom 

merchants, and collect shekels based on the fear created. 

 

French Presidential clown, Emmanuel Macron has urged Russian President Vladimir 

Putin to join the New World Order and align Russia with the European Union’s globalist 

plan for humanity. According to the French president, cooperation with Russia must 

be based on principles and rules, to which we agreed and which we acted not against, not 

without, but with Russia thirty years ago. Who is we? because it certainly did not involve 

the people, you people pretend to represent, the biggest lie ever, that Government and 

policy makers represent the people. This new system, Macron argued, should be free of 

threats, coercion, and spheres of influence, and would give states a free choice when it 

comes to the membership of organizations or security arrangements, while guaranteeing 

their territorial integrity. You have to laugh at their banal levels of stupidity, without 

coercion, what about NATO coercion Mr. Macron? what about the coercion and Stazi 

tactics you have used on the French people over Covid? He suggested that this new order 

of security and stability (M) should first be discussed within the EU, then within the 

NATO framework, before being proposed for negotiation with Russia. The EU, NATO 

discussions, yet no ordinary people these policies really affect. Lets be honest here, what 

has the formation of the EU and NATO brought of benefit to the people? zero is the 

answer, and that is also an indictment of the people for not demanding a say, people 

lacking the will to make these people accountable or responsible, is why this world is in a 

mess.  
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Whilst the world is distracted with war and health, mind and fear the usual suspects 

decide to play in the back ground. The Negev’s Bedouin demonstrations first re-erupted 

on January 9 in opposition to a tree planting project, by the quasi-governmental body 

called the Jewish National Fund in what Israel calls disputed lands. They quickly turned 

violent, as Bedouin residents of nearby villages confronted what they saw as a drive to 

displace their communities. Israel’s police forces, domestic intelligence service (Shin 

Bet), and, as of last Thursday, the Israeli military, were all deployed to help put down the 

growing movement. The clashes that ensued resulted in tens of Bedouin Palestinians 

being arrested and injured. Additionally, stones were thrown at an Israeli train and an 

Israeli journalist's car was torched. The JNF project is just the beginning of a larger $48 

million project set forth by the Israel Land Authority, which threatens to cover residential 

areas where six unrecognized Bedouin villages are located. The sheer arrogance of these 

so called people, appears to have no boundaries, 6 unrecognized villages? says who? 

How about the 1 unrecognized country that is based on a fake story book called the bible? 

While Israeli environmentalists argue that the project is geared towards cleaning up the 

land, Bedouin villagers see the push as a means of displacing them and taking away their 

agricultural lands, which is where the JNF began planting trees last week. Although the 

tree planting has been frozen as of an Israeli government concession, following pressure 

by Israeli lawmaker Mansour Abbas’s threat to pull out of the coalition government, the 

projects for construction in the Negev are still under way. Israeli Interior Minister Ayelet 

Shaked announced in late December the construction of four settlements in the Negev, as 

part of a project to establish 12 new settlements there and raise the Jewish population to 2 

million over 10 years. Shaked is part of Israeli Premier Naftali Bennett’s right-wing 

Yamina Party, and this is where the issue begins to get more complex for the current 

Israeli administration, and poses a major threat to its political establishment. Just days 

before the surge of protests, on January 6, the Israeli government was pressured to freeze 

plans for a phosphate mine project in the Negev, which threatened to 

displace 36,000 Bedouins living in al-Fura’a village. January 6, now where have we 

heard that date before in the news? it is not a cohencidence. This came after Israeli 

lawmaker Mansour Abbas Ra’am Party pressured the government to halt the plan. Abbas, 

leader of the United Arab List, made history by becoming the first Palestinian-Israeli to 

enter an Israeli coalition government. Bennett and Yair Lapid, who negotiated a power-

sharing agreement, did so to oust former PM Benjamin Netanyahu and received criticism 

for aligning centrists, right wingers and an Islamic party in order to do so. This now also 

means that if Mansour Abbas pulls out of the government, he could effectively cause the 

fall of the Bennett-Lapid coalition as it would not hold a majority in the Knesset. When it 

comes to the issue of Bedouin in the Negev, Mansour Abbas understands that a large 

portion of his voter base (60%) comes from that region and so on this issue he is willing 

to throw his weight around. Attempts have been made to secure the establishment of four 

Bedouin villages in the Negev by Abbas, although Israel’s plan is to have three major 

newly constructed Bedouin areas, where 70% of the Bedouin community would live, 
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which would pave the way for communities to be forcibly transferred to these segregated 

Bedouin areas. A Bedouin Palestinian protester, present at the al-Atrash village 

demonstrations, said that most of us reject this plan and seek to remain on our lands. He 

told me he feels the oppression we face, especially with our homes being 

destroyed, which has led to a rise in Palestinian nationalism and political activism 

amongst the Negev population. Setting the stage for the next portal people fear pieces, of 

war in the Middle East, when many work out the Ukraine deal is a pile of crap. If you 

look at the demonstration, whose flag do you see held high? The Palestinian flag, he said. 

Riya al-Sanah, an activist from Lakiya village in the Negev, says Israel has pursued a 

policy of displacement through what they call infrastructure and national priority 

projects, this includes laying railways or roads, industrial areas, or in this case forestation. 

 

The trucker protest in Canada we highlighted last week, is beginning to smell of clown 

based. Trudeau has fled the country, and the go fund me has risen to $4M CAD plus very 

quickly, which rarely happens for good causes. GoFundMe has frozen access to the more 

than $4.7 million in funds raised by the trucker convoy now winding its way across the 

country toward Ottawa in a protest against vaccine mandates. So, gofundme are another 

clown based operation that has revealed. 

 

At least 13 people have been killed in a huge explosion near a mining town in south-

western Ghana, officials say. A truck carrying explosives to a gold mine crashed with a 

motorcycle near the town of Bogoso, according to police. The BBC's Thomas Naadi says 

Thursday's explosion ripped apart the nearby village of Apiatse. On Friday, rescue 

workers were still searching through the rubble for victims, while the smell of dead 

bodies filled the air, he says. Many houses have been completely flattened, leaving at 

least 380 people without shelter. The truck was carrying explosives to the Chirano gold 

mine about 140km (87 miles) from the scene of the blast, when it was hit by a 

motorcycle. The driver of the truck managed to escape the blast with minor injuries, but 

the motorcycle rider was killed. One wonders given it was a motor cycle rider, which is a 

classic agency based tactic against targets, whether this was a false flag event on Ghana, 

due to their Premier calling out the lies on National TV last week. You would think that a 

truck carrying explosives of that ilk, would have had an escort to and from and the roads 

cleared of all traffic. Which makes me think this was some sort of warning and false flag 

event. 

 

Former pope Benedict XVI failed to act against priests accused of child sexual abuse 

while serving as archbishop of Munich, a German investigation for the archdiocese has 

found. The investigation report alleges that under his tenure, priests were allowed to 

remain active in church roles after being accused of child sex abuse. Benedict has 

repeatedly refuted allegations that he was aware of abuse claims in the 1970s and ‘80s, 

stating in 2013 that he never tried to cover up these things. However, lawyers have 
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rejected this denial, arguing that they believe he was aware of the actions of priests 

but the church didn’t do anything. In a damning assessment, the report states that then-

Archbishop Cardinal Ratzinger can be accused of misconduct over the handling of four 

cases, after examining how the church dealt with abuse allegations between 1945 and 

2019. During his time in office there were abuse cases happening, He claims that he 

didn’t know about certain facts, although we believe that this is not so, according to what 

we know, one of the lawyers said. The inquest cited a copy of the minutes of a meeting of 

Munich church leaders on January 15, 1980. According to the report, the meeting was 

convened to discuss allegations against a cleric named only as ‘Priest X.’ The lawyers 

investigating stated they were surprised by Benedict’s denial, as the minutes show he was 

in attendance. Munich’s current Archbishop, Cardinal Reinhard Marx, an ally of Pope 

Francis, said the lawyers who produced the inquest had informed church officials ahead 

of the report’s publication. Despite not being implicated in the allegations, last year, 

Marx offered to resign over the church’s catastrophic handling of abuse cases, but Pope 

Francis rejected his offer. Marx did not attend the presentation of the report on Thursday, 

in a move that the lawyers said they regret. An all too familiar theme, they denied the 

abuse because they were a part of it is why. Denial of that fact is a dereliction of duty to 

the children, and if you believe your god is all holy and nice, isn't that against your gods 

perceived directives? As a cat holic, why would you continue to follow that churches 

path of evil, at this point it is no longer and odd pastor or such, but is endemic to this 

church the world over. 

 

This week, the Institute for Family Studies, a religious research group, released a new 

analysis showing a six-percentage-point decline in regular religious attendance in the 

U.S., using data that compared 2021 with 2019. That suggests the pandemic ended 

churchgoing for 20 million people, 57 per cent of Americans now say they never or 

seldom attend church. A Canadian survey last fall found 67 per cent of Canadians never 

attend church. One of the silver linings of the Covid experiment in my opinion, and there 

will be others. We have to develop our races beyond the kindergarten level, of requiring 

falsely created safety nets and saviors.  

 

The Biden family scored $31 million from five deals in China, all with individuals with 

direct ties to the Chinese spy apparatus, according to a bombshell new book. Only 19 

percent of likely voters strongly approve of President Joe Biden’s performance, down 

three points in two weeks, a Monday Rasmussen poll revealed. After Biden’s two-hour 

press conference last week in which he was questioned why 49 percent of voters believe 

he is mentally unfit to be president, 49 percent also strongly disapproved of Biden’s 

presidential performance, a 30 point differential. Add in the fact that Biden was caught on 

air calling a press person a stupid son of a bitch, all in all not a good week for mask man. 

Mask man was busy on Friday announcing policy changes to attract international students 

specializing in science, technology, engineering and math, part of the broader effort to 
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make the U.S. economy more competitive. The State Department will let eligible visiting 

students in those fields, known as STEM, complete up to 36 months of academic training, 

according to a notice in the Federal Register. There will also be an initiative to connect 

these students with U.S. businesses. Homeland Security will add 22 new fields of study, 

including cloud computing, data visualization and data science, to a program that allows 

international graduates from U.S. universities to spend up to three additional years 

training with domestic employers. The program generated about 58,000 applications in 

fiscal 2020. Two things spring to mind on this, what an indictment of the American 

education system that is, that the Government has to write policies to gain sufficient 

students from abroad, and cannot produce enough of their own. The so called richest 

country in the world and cannot produce enough of those skill sets, embarrassing. The 

second thing is, most of these International students end up as espionage agents working 

for the CIA, is the CIA now struggling for recruitment as well? Oh my it is all collapsing 

isn't it. 

 

MEDICAL RELATED NEWS: During Thursdays daily briefing, White House press 

secretary Jen Psaki responded to a comments from Colorado Gov. Jared Polis, who said 

that the medical emergency surrounding Covid was now over because of the vaccines. 

Psaki indicated the White House felt Polis was premature in his statements because of the 

science behind the virus. I think the president of the United States has the responsibility 

not to make that statement, until the data and the science backs it up, she said. Then she 

issued the veiled threat they did to Arizona, Psaki reminded reporters that Colorado was 

still receiving aid from the federal government to provide pandemic supplies like testing, 

masks, and vaccines to the state. Psaki, like Pelosi, Hillary, Jarrett and even the Trustee, 

showing there is no difference when females get in power positions, and so another 

illusion shattered, that because it is different it will be better. THI started off with think 

and act different, but has gone on with actions not words, to being different in a better 

way and hopefully a sustainable way. 

 

A US hospital has rejected a patient for a heart transplant at least in part because he is not 

vaccinated against Covid-19. DJ Ferguson, 31, is in dire need of a new heart, but 

Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston took him off their list, said his father, David. 

He said the Covid vaccine goes against his son's basic principles, he doesn't believe in it. 

Also throw in the fact that many people are suffering varying degrees of heart failure 

with these jabs, he was right to refuse on those grounds alone. The hospital said it was 

following policy, said the National Zionist party for health, hmm almost like the 1940's 

again is it not. Brigham and Women's Hospital told the BBC in a statement: Given the 

shortage of available organs, we do everything we can to ensure that a patient who 

receives a transplanted organ has the greatest chance of survival. A spokesman said the 

hospital requires the Covid-19 vaccine, and lifestyle behaviors for transplant candidates 

to create both the best chance for a successful operation, and to optimize the patient's 
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survival after transplantation, given that their immune system is drastically suppressed. A 

bit like taking their jabs then, only with a heart patients their immune system returns, 

with their jabs, it doesn't. 

 

According to a leaked NHS memo, Covid booster jabs that had been distributed in 

England for the pre-Christmas vaccination push are to be thrown away following a sharp 

fall in take-up. The Guardian reports: It is not known exactly how many vaccines will be 

discarded, but it is likely to be hundreds of thousands, sources told the Health Service 

Journal, which obtained the memo. Primary care bosses blamed the wastage on as many 

as 30% of people not turning up for their booster appointment. That 30% non uptake is a 

success story for the alt media people. Could it be the case their experiment failed and 

now they are concerned about lawsuits? oh the fear of the old system stenches across the 

globe. 

 

Parents in the North Penn School District were left horrified after a photo emerged 

showing a Democrat supporting teacher forcibly taping a mask to a young child’s face. 

This comes after teachers at a Colorado Springs middle school, forced children to tape 

masks to their face in what was described as an act of child abuse. Another reason to add 

to the 20% of children now homeschooled in America. 

 

Natural immunity was six times stronger during the delta wave than vaccination, 

according to a new report from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

What about the natural immunity before the jabs, remember the 99.79% number? not the 

Johns Hopkins fake numbers. You see the lazy bots who follow the script will not 

understand that statement put out, because CNN never told them to think about it. 

 

This piece shows the power of labels and how the media drive opinions into people 

following that label, all of which was designed for them. Democrats were more than 

twice as likely as other voters to favor harsh government restrictions being placed on 

unvaccinated people's lives, ranging from fines to loss of child custody. Forty-eight 

percent of Democratic voters said the government should be able to fine or imprison 

those who publicly question the COVID-19 vaccine's efficacy. Fines against those who 

refuse to take the vaccine were viewed favorably by 55% of Democratic voters. 59% 

of Democrats favored a policy requiring unvaccinated people to stay inside their homes at 

all times, except for emergencies, the poll found. Forty-five percent of Democratic 

respondents favored the government forcing people into designated facilities until they 

get the vaccine. 47% of Democratic respondents supported the idea of a government 

program using digital devices to track the movements of unvaccinated people and ensure 

that they are quarantined or socially distancing. Twenty-nine percent of Democratic 

voters said the government should take people's children from them if they refuse to get 

the COVID-19 vaccine. The sheer lack of humanity in Demoncrat voters is there for all to 
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see, shameless and shameful that you would reject a fellow human based on their own 

freedom of choice. That is what we are dealing with here, not public officials, but the 

people themselves and the brainwashed opinions, based entirely on a technology box 

with a remote. 

 

More confirmation that the Medical establishment are hiding key details, and more 

people are calling them out also. A group of scientists and medical researchers sued the 

FDA under FOIA to force release of hundreds of thousands of documents related to 

licensing of the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine. Plaintiff’s attorney Aaron Siri, who 

is representing the group, explains the fight that led a federal court to order expedited 

release of documents the agency claimed it would take decades to process. In response to 

a Freedom of Information Act request, the Food and Drug Administration asked a federal 

judge for permission to make the public wait until the year 2096, to disclose all of the 

data it relied upon to license Pfizer’s Covid-19 vaccine. The FDA wanted court approval 

to have up to 75 years to publicly disclose this information. In its attempts to build public 

support for Covid-19 vaccinations, the FDA repeatedly promised full transparency, and 

reaffirmed its commitment to transparency when licensing Pfizer’s Covid-19 vaccine. 

With that promise in mind, after the vaccine’s licensure in August 2020, Public Health 

and Medical Professionals for Transparency, a group of highly credentialed 

scientists submitted a FOIA request to the FDA for the data submitted by Pfizer. The 

scientists explained that, until all the data is produced, a proper review cannot be 

conducted because missing even a single data set could throw off any analysis. In 

response, the FDA produced nothing. Therefore, in September 2021, the scientists, 

represented by their attorneys at Siri & Glimstad, sued the FDA demanding it produce 

this data by March 2022. The agency originally estimated it would need to produce 

329,000 pages, and asked the court for permission to produce just 500 pages per month, 

which would have taken 55 years. In its final brief to the Court, the FDA admitted that 

the total page count was at least 451,000, but still sought permission to produce just 500 

pages per month. Meaning that it could have taken 75 years, when most Americans alive 

today would be dead, to fully publicly disclose this information. What this reveals is, the 

FDA said to be an arm of the Government when they are not, are covering up something 

they don't wish the current living populace to know. And yet they still trot out trust the 

science? how can we when they are not transparent? 

 

More good news: The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is 

formally withdrawing President Joe Biden’s corona virus vaccine mandate, which would 

have affected roughly 84 million workers across the country, the agency announced on 

Tuesday. In a January 25 statement, OSHA announced the withdrawal of the vaccination 

and testing emergency temporary standard, which it issued on November 5, 2021. In its 

statement, it pitched the mandate as a means to protect unvaccinated employees of large 

employers with 100 or more employees from workplace exposure to corona virus. 
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The withdrawal is effective January 26, 2022, OSHA announced, although it clarified it is 

not withdrawing the ETS as a proposed rule. Although OSHA is withdrawing the 

vaccination and testing ETS as an enforceable emergency temporary standard, the agency 

is not withdrawing the ETS as a proposed rule. 

 

A recent diagram showing a rolling cases of Covid by the week per 100K, shows one 

country in particular that is more than double the next highest cases of Covid. Almost 1k 

cases out 100K, the next is France with 525 per 100K, next is Italy with around 275, next 

is UK with 220 and Germany with around 80, but one country's rate is practically equal 

the 3 following countries of France, Italy and the UK. The country with the most cases 

just happens to be the country with the most jabbed, Israel.  

 

This speech was a part of some Congressional type hearing and was recorded but 

Facebook and other platforms are blocking it, so I have transcribed it. The chair person 

asked this presumably Doctor to speak and this is what came forth. We have heard earlier 

that there is no real concern about aluminum, because it is such a small amount and so it 

really shouldn't matter. But the kind of Aluminum we put into vaccines is different kind 

of aluminum than we see environmentally, this is called a nanoparticle. Nanoparticles 

bind really tightly to the bacteria antigens, the virus antigens of food protein antigens, and 

any other contaminants that are in the vaccines that we may not know about. And we 

know that the biochemical properties of nanoparticles is that they are capable of entering 

the brain. We have not evaluated the safety of the aluminum nanoparticle and it's 

injection, and where it goes when it gets into the body and whether it gets into the brain. 

Do vaccine ingredients belong in the brain? no. Do they get into the brain? no one has 

ever studied it. But animal studies using the same chemicals that are in the vaccines that 

we give to children, directly demonstrate that the vaccine ingredients do enter the brain. 

We are ignoring this information. There are scientists in Europe who've actually done 

studies on the aluminum nanoparticle, and have shown that it can persist in the brain for 

years and decades. So what we are seeing is a large outbreak of neuro-developmental 

disabilities in adults, including alzheimers. One of the main factors that they are finding 

in the brains of people with Alzheimers is the aluminum nanoparticle, that is directly 

related to the vaccines we are giving. We have never studied whether the aluminum that 

we are giving in vaccines gets into the brains, we have never measured whether it stays in 

the brain and what it does if it does stay in the brain. But we do know that vaccines are 

supposed to cause inflammation in the body. But we have more than half of our children 

with chronic inflamed conditions, and we have never allowed ourselves to ask the 

question, if the vaccines cause the inflammation acutely, do they continue to create 

inflammation chronically? We have one in 5 with neuro-developmental disabilities, one 

in 10 with ADD and ADHD, one in 35 with autism, one in 11 with asthma, one in 20 

under the age of 5 with seizures, and the autoimmune disease are exponentially rising. 

We are finding that the viruses and bacteria we are injecting into the body, along with the 
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adjuvants, create something called molecular mimicry, which means the body see those 

viruses thinking that it is foreign, but actually finds pieces of those viruses that match 

pieces of the self. And the immune system doesn't differentiate between what it's been 

told to reject and itself, so it will turn the immune system on itself, leading to an 

autoimmune condition. We know this about Hepatitis B, we know it about the Gardasil 

vaccine and we know it about the flu vaccine. And we continue to say unequivocally that 

the vaccines have been studied effectively and that they are safe, and that's just not true. 

The Flu vaccine I mentioned many years ago of creating Alzheimers, now being 

confirmed by science, my dad got Alzheimers after the nanoparticled flu jab. The next 

song has a dual purpose and meaning in many ways, like two birds with one stone. With 

the corona virus now determined as being a bio weapon that we revealed back in 2020, 

and the fact it is connected to bats, throw in the sad fact that Meatloaf died this week at a 

relatively youngish age, and this song is perfect. 

 

EXPOSE: According to a new documentary out of Denmark, which interviewed former 

victims, the Central Intelligence Agency secretly carried out experiments on 311 

orphaned children. The experiments were meant to reveal psychopathic traits and map 

out the link between schizophrenia and heredity. According to the report, the children 

were tortured in clear violation of the Nuremberg Code of 1947 that introduced ethical 

restrictions for experiments on humans. Hundreds of Danish orphans were unknowingly 

used in experiments backed by the CIA, according to Danish Radio, reporting on a new 

documentary called The Search for Myself. According to the report, the experiments 

began in the early 1960s and spanned the course of two decades. They were conducted to 

investigate the link between heredity and environment in the development of 

schizophrenia. However, the children were not told what research they were involved in. 

Not even after the experiments ended. It was also funded in part by a CIA front 

associated with the MK-Ultra program. Yes, the MK Ultra program again now confirmed 

to take place in Russia, Germany, America, Canada and now Denmark, have you spotted 

the connections yet? They are all white race countries, perhaps we should rename the 

CIA to Central Israeli Agency, or Ciakar. Eerily, the examinations took place in a 

basement at the Municipal Hospital in Copenhagen. Yet again showing they use all of our 

so called services Institutes for the public, for their heinous crimes. The director and 

producer of the documentary, Per Wennick, was actually a victim of the CIA and 

subjected to these experiments as a child. In the documentary, he recalled being placed in 

a chair, getting electrodes put on his arms, legs, and chest around the heart and having to 

listen to loud, shrill noises, which attempted to incite a psychological response. It was 

very uncomfortable, Wennick told Danish Radio. And it's not just my story, it's the story 

of many children. By his own admission, he was promised something funny before being 

taken to the hospital. I think this is a violation of my rights as a citizen in this society. I 

find it so strange that some people should know more about me than I myself have been 

aware of. According to historian, PhD, and museum inspector at the Danish Welfare 
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Museum, Jacob Knage Rasmussen, this was the only known experiment in Danish history 

that used children under state care for research, and it was funded by the CIA in violation 

of the Nuremberg Code. I do not know of similar attempts, neither in Denmark nor in 

Scandinavia. It is appalling information that contradicts the Nuremberg Code of 1947, 

which after World War II was to set some ethical restrictions for experiments on humans. 

Among other things, informed consent was introduced, which today is central to the 

world of research, Knage Rasmussen told Danish Radio. He emphasized the vulnerability 

of the group in the custody of the state, who had nobody to complain to. According to 

Danish Radio, the idea to experiment on the vulnerable children came from American 

psychologist Zarnoff A. Mednick, who was then a professor at the University of 

Michigan. According to Wennick and the National Archives, the research project was co-

financed by the US health service. In the first year alone, the project was supported with 

what today corresponds to DKK 4.6 million ($700,000). It also received funding from the 

Human Ecology Fund. The Human Ecology Fund, was a CIA funded operation through 

the Cornell University College of Human Ecology Society for the Investigation of 

Human Ecology, to support covert research on brainwashing. It was also connected to 

research under the MK-Ultra program in which social scientists, including 

anthropologists, were led mostly unwittingly to provide input into interrogation 

techniques still in use today. Danish psychiatrist Fini Schulsinger dedicated his doctoral 

dissertation to the experiments in 1977, titling it, studies to shed light on the connection 

between heredity and environment in psychiatry. While researching for the documentary, 

Per Wennick managed to locate 36 boxes at the Psychiatric Centre Glostrup in Hvidovre 

that detailed the CIA's unscrupulous child experiments. However, when the center got 

word of the documentary, they began shredding the documents. Danish Radio reports that 

Kent Kristensen, associate professor of Health Law at the University of Southern 

Denmark, pointed out that the shredding of the documents was illegal. I think it's a huge 

failure for the former orphanage children, who are interested in the pieces of their own 

childhood to get a total story made about their own lives. That possibility is deprived of 

them if you shred the research material, Knage Rasmussen told Danish Radio. Indeed. It 

also details the CIA's depravity and violations of the Nuremburg code. If history is any 

indicator, however, no one will be held responsible for exploiting these children and it 

will be swept under the rug, likely escaping any scrutiny by the mainstream media. "the 

idea to experiment on the vulnerable children came from American psychologist Zarnoff 

A. Mednick", born in Ukraine, raised in New York, born to Jewish parents. This story 

echoes the Covid scam also, the CIA who have 89 corona virus strains and the US Health 

who funded this, US Health as we covered in the Expose series also funded Covid and 

vaccine companies. The Human Ecology funded by the CIA, I looked into them and their 

input, role and connections. Louis Jolyon West was among many who received funds 

from the CIA through the Fund. He did his psychiatry residency at Cornell University, 

an MK Ultra institution and site of the Human Ecology Fund. He was later contracted by 

the CIA and the proposal submitted by West was titled Psychophysiological Studies of 
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Hypnosis and Suggestibility, with an accompanying document titled Studies of 

Dissociative States. West was an American psychiatrist whose work focused particularly 

on cases where subjects were taken to the limits of human experience. In 1954, at the age 

of 29 and with no previous tenure-track appointment, he became a full professor and 

chair of psychiatry at the University of Oklahoma College of Medicine. Which reveals he 

was installed to run a program, you don't get positions of that ilk without agency and or 

clown interference. West was deeply involved in Korean War 

CIA brainwashing experiments, the Agency's notorious MK-Ultra mind-control program, 

and the use and intentional abuse of LSD (as it being administered to unwitting people, 

who then suffered traumatic hallucinations) and other drugs, precipitating the purportedly 

accidental death of an elephant, who had been administered LSD and unspecified 

tranquilizers in a 1962 experiment. While on leave from Oklahoma during the 1966–1967 

academic year, he led a group of researchers to San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury district, 

where they rented an apartment and studied the hippie culture during the latter half of 

1967, under a contract funded by the Foundations Fund for Research in Psychiatry which 

was later confirmed to be a CIA front. He also performed a disputed psychiatric 

evaluation of Lee Harvey Oswald assassin Jack Ruby, that applied several procedures 

delineated in his MK-Ultra research. West was born in New York and born to Jewish 

parents. The same script, same race of people, same groups or organizations repeated 

over and over again. The good people in the CIA need to organize and remove the 

psychopaths running operations in their name. 

 

But the skullduggery of the CIA doesn't end there as this was revealed the past week. 

EcoHealth Alliance President Peter Daszak, who conducted gain of function research at 

the Wuhan Institute of Virology in China, has confessed to being a CIA agent working on 

behalf of the Deep State, according to bombshell new claims. According to EcoHealth 

Alliance Associate Vice President Dr. Andrew Huff, Daszak personally confessed to him 

that he was secretly working on behalf of the CIA, and declared that EcoHealth Alliance 

was a CIA front organization. While working with the global scientific nonprofit, he was 

tasked with developing novel methods of bio-surveillance, data analytics, and 

visualization for disease detection. EcoHealth Alliance, headed by Daszak, and financed 

by several US government agencies, partnered with Dr. Ralph Baric of the University of 

North Carolina and Dr. Shi Zhengli of the Wuhan Institute of Virology, to conduct gain-

of-function research on bat-borne corona viruses in Communist China prior to the initial 

outbreak of COVID-19. Daszak reportedly oversaw the screening of thousands of bat 

samples for novel corona viruses. The controve rsial research also involved screening 

people who work with live animals. Looking back, I now believe that EcoHealth Alliance 

was a CIA front organization to collect viral samples, and to collect intelligence on 

foreign laboratory capacity. There was no way that the data collected or the models being 

developed, could predict transmission or pandemics. Contextually, EcoHealth was barely 

solvent and it was common place to lay off employees, with the ebb and flow of federal 
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and private funding. Peter would do anything or say anything to obtain funding. 

Intelligence organizations often target people in financial distress. For the Record: In 

2015, Dr. Peter Daszak stopped me as we were leaving work late at night, and asked me 

if he should work with the CIA, I was shocked given my experience in security. Over the 

next 2 months he gave me updates on 3 separate occasions, about his work with the CIA 

on January 12, 2022. Prior to the public statement earlier that morning, Huff took to 

Twitter and claimed members of the US Government IC community have been harassing 

me, broke into my house, stole hard drives, and installed electronic surveillance devices 

throughout my house. It's what they do, and there urgently needs some sort of 

Congressional hearings and actions taken, as to whether the CIA is totally out of control? 

who is monitoring them or making them accountable? and just who are they working for? 

Because clearly at this point, it is not for America, Americans or even humanity at this 

point, maybe they are the Ciakars all along? 

 

EXPOSE: Reports that the CIA is running training programs to prepare Ukrainian forces 

for unconventional warfare bear an uncanny similarity to a long-exposed Cold War-era 

project. If history is any judge, it is likely to end the same way. A tranche of allegations 

recently published in the press, ostensibly sourced to five former intelligence and national 

security officials familiar with the initiative, claims that America's top spy agency has 

been, since 2015, conducting training for select Ukrainian military and security 

personnel. According to the speculation, the program aims to develop skill sets associated 

with unconventional warfare, a form of conflict often referred to as insurgency. These 

reports say that the training takes place in the US, and is overseen by the CIA's 

paramilitary arm, the Special Activities Division, or SAD, fitting if you ask me. An 

unconventional approach: The Department of Defense defines UW as: activities 

conducted to enable a resistance movement or insurgency to coerce, disrupt or overthrow 

an occupying power or government by operating through or with an underground, 

auxiliary or guerrilla force in a denied area. Yet they rail at any other country interfering 

with elections, when this group have interfered in some way or other, in virtually every 

countries elections. The term guerrilla force is further defined as: a group of irregular, 

predominantly indigenous personnel organized along military lines, to conduct military 

and paramilitary operations in enemy-held, hostile, or denied territory. If the press reports 

are to be believed, the CIA is actively training Ukrainian citizens to resist a Russian 

occupation. One reading of this would be that, Washington is creating a capability 

designed to inflict a follow-on cost to any future Russian military invasion and 

occupation of Ukraine, something Russia insists it is not preparing for. More waste of 

American public's money, this same crew were training the Afghans' remember, and they 

rolled over to the Talibans in weeks, despite training them for over a decade. They are 

essentially not training anything, and just using it as money laundering scheme to get 

their private contractors more funding. Another reading, given the fact that both Ukraine 

and the US consider Crimea and the Donbass to be territories that are illegally occupied, 
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is that the CIA could be training Ukrainian forces to conduct offensive guerrilla 

warfare on lands either controlled directly by the Russian government, which has been 

the case in Crimea since 2014, or controlled by anti-Kiev separatists, as in Donbass. 

Either version would be cause for alarm in Moscow, they have long since been aware of 

it. Yet, if Russia sets out a stall to counteract these CIA game players, the worlds media 

goes up as one in mock outrage. From Nazis to communists: Notice how the press 

separate those two labels, yet we know they are ran by one and the same. If true, the 

reported CIA activity would not represent the agency's first foray into organizing 

Ukrainians to fight against the authority of Moscow. At the conclusion of WWII, the CIA 

established close contacts with two Ukrainian resistance groups, the Organization of 

Ukrainian Nationalists and the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, which fought alongside 

Hitler's Nazi Germany against the Soviets. Initially, the support was geared toward 

facilitating the unconventional warfare activities of OUN-UPA fighters. Agents were 

identified and recruited with the assistance of the West German Gehlen 

Organization, named after General Reinhard Gehlen, head of the Nazi German military 

intelligence (the 12th Department of the German Army General Staff-Foreign Armies 

East, or FHO) on the Eastern Front during World War II. Gehlen controlled numerous 

networks of agents, who continued to work on behalf of Nazi Germany up until the end 

of the war. After the fighting ended, the United States took control of the 12th 

Department, and with Gehlen still at the helm, transferred it and its network of agents to 

US control. Welcome to Operation Paperclip Mr. Gehlen. Gehlen's organization would 

provide the US with Ukrainian individuals under its control, who were trained by the US 

Army in West Germany, and then dispatched to eastern Poland/western Ukraine, where 

they helped coordinate an active resistance which continued up until 1955. Once the 

Soviets had defeated the paramilitary arm of the OUN-UPA, the CIA transitioned its 

focus away from unconventional warfare toward political covert action, funding a variety 

of publications which were used to disseminate anti-Soviet propaganda both inside 

Ukraine and around the world. This effort was known by the CIA cryptogram 

'AERODYNAMIC', and continued up until the eve of the collapse of the Soviet Union in 

1990. Repeating history? According to press reports, the CIA is carefully vetting the 

personnel receiving the UW training to ensure that ideologically incompatible persons, 

for example, those affiliated with neo-Nazi organizations, and potential Russian double 

agents, are not brought into the program. Yet Gehlen worked for the Nazis, and they used 

several Russian agents, double or otherwise, There are two problems with this scenario as 

presented: First, the segment of indigenous society most suitable for sustaining a long-

term post-Russian occupation resistance, is the modern-day incarnation of the OUN-

UPA. On the one hand, CIA support for this group would provide it with a base of 

indigenous support inclined to make violence against Russia. On the other, the present 

day OUN-UPA successor movement has been taken over by Ukrainian nationalists given 

to embracing neo-Nazi symbology and ideology. However, the recent willingness of US 

military attaches assigned to Kiev to freely associate with members of the Ukrainian 
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military, who openly brandished neo-Nazi badges and patches on their 

uniforms, indicates that the association with Nazi ideology may, in fact, not be the show-

stopper logic would indicate it should be. The larger problem for any modern-day 

reincarnation of AERODYNAMIC is that, to have any chance of success, it must be 

completely covert. The fact of the matter is, if the average American citizen is reading 

about it in the media, then the program is no longer covert. Is the secret out? There is no 

reason not to believe that the CIA has, in fact, been running a UW training mission for 

Ukrainians. However, at the same time, there is also no reason to doubt that the media 

hype in recent days is less about preparing for the worst, but rather to create the 

perception in Moscow that such operations are, in fact, being prepared, in an effort to 

influence Moscow's next moves. The possibility of a concerted UW threat because of a 

Russian military invasion of Ukraine has a certain deterrent value. Likewise, any Russian 

response, both politically and militarily, to a possible UW threat reduces the resources 

Russia can deploy in support of any potential invasion. However, the fact that this story 

was leaked to the press by five former intelligence and national security officials familiar 

with the initiative, is more indicative of a controlled release of information than a 

massive failure of operational security. Covert paramilitary operations are among the 

most highly classified and compartmented activities undertaken by the CIA. Knowledge 

of such programs is kept extremely tight, and entrusted only to those personnel who have 

a need to know. Ah the classic need to know, which is compartmentalization on steroids. 

These same personnel are usually sourced from the same community that is carrying out 

the operation, and as such are extremely sensitive to the need for secrecy, especially in 

such a case as this, where the lives of those being trained could be put at risk in the event 

of any inadvertent disclosure. That five former officials entrusted with such information 

simultaneously decided to go public, even in an anonymous capacity, should send red 

flags flying for anyone assessing the viability of the information being shared. What this 

reveals is, faction fighting, just like most International news. While it is not beyond the 

capacity of the CIA to undertake such training, it is also not beyond the capacity of the 

CIA to go through the motions of such training for the sole purpose of having the 

program leaked to the Russians for deterrent value. This kind of psychological operation 

is more aligned with the covert political action the CIA is known for. Do they really think 

the Russians or any country are that stupid, to fall for such blatant rubbish? This whole 

spy game is a complete racket, everyone knows what everyone is doing these days, 

because these same weak, frightened and voyeuristic perverts created it that way. So why 

waste countries resources on spies, double or triple agents all playing the equivalent of 

the children's game hide and seek, it is beyond pathetic at this point. All to say we got 

one over the Russians, fantastic, give them all a Blue Peter badge for services to the 

kindergarten. Moreover, given the CIA's poor track record in recent decades when it 

comes to mounting covert operations targeting Russia, there is every probability that the 

Russian security services have not only been monitoring the operation since its inception, 

but have been helping guide it, directly or indirectly, using their own considerable 
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intelligence resources, exactly. Regardless of its goals and objectives, the CIA's effort to 

resurrect AERODYNAMIC appears doomed from the outset, and likely to join its Cold 

War predecessor in the trash bin of history. The sheer volumes of American peoples 

monies going into these types of programs, is a criminal act in and of itself. They accuse 

Russia of moving it's troops, all whilst they are doing the same, the sheer hypocrisy is 

staggering. Russia interferes with elections they cry, erm the CIA has interfered with 

every election, at home and more prevalently abroad. Every American should object to 

this vast expenditure made by the CIA and others, when not one cent of it is benefiting 

America or Americans. 

 

EDITOR PIECES: Tesla's car was frozen because the petroleum corporations and the 

Governments of the world would have been toppled.  With the support of Pierce Arrow-

Co. and General Electric in 1931, Nikola Tesla, the inventor of the AC generator, 

replaced the gasoline engine with an 80-horsepower electric motor, with no external 

power supply. Tesla bought 12 vacuum tubes, some wires and resistors, which he 

collected in a box of 50 cm in length, 30 cm in width and 15 cm in height. Putting the box 

on the front seat beside him, Tesla said, now we have the energy. Without a classic fuel, 

Tesla drove that car for a week, reaching a speed of 150 kmh or 94mph. What was the 

power source that fed the AC electric motor? The electromagnetic waves that Tesla 

claims to be a free energy source are present everywhere in unlimited quantities. When 

asked where the current is coming from, Tesla responded, from all the ethers around us. 

The electromagnetic waves I suspect would have been the veil. So, the next great 

pondering is, if this vehicle had become popular it may well have brought the veil down 

or more visible much earlier. There were voices at that time who suggested that Tesla 

was just a madman and that he had some connections with the evil forces of the Universe. 

Enraged by these rumors, Tesla took his mysterious box from his car and returned to his 

New York lab. Whatever his secret seems to have died with him, Tesla is said to have 

somehow managed to exploit the magnetic field of the Earth. He managed to attract 

extraordinary quantities of electricity by interrupting these lines of force or making them 

multiply. The car industry could develop green cars, a car powered by an electric motor 

like that produced by Tesla, would have more advantages over the classic gasoline or 

diesel engine. It did not make noise, did not pollute the car, the car was much easier, and 

the power source would have been a free one. So, when you hear the same bloodline 

families and banker families talking of climate change, let it be known it was they that 

polluted this planet for their desire of money and pure greed. Make them fix it all, by 

emptying most of their bank accounts down to $1M and use the rest to fix the damage 

they caused.  

 

The Magistrate court the scene of the Cohen's playing the roles of high priests or 

priestesses. I spoke to one group recently telling me the validity of the magistrate court 

when presenting a complaint, they have to honor it. But the court rules state the judge 
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may honor it, may doesn't mean they will. But they had the belief that the magistrate 

court is a way of going after people. Lets look at magi-strate shall we. Magi is magic, 

strate like strata means level or could mean strategy, so it would be magic strategy or 

level. But the word meaning for strate is a passage of water. The magic passage of water, 

which brings in maritime law again, the Holy Sea, the dock and the doc(k)uments. 

 

In a piece last week about the difference between men sleeping with women and it not 

being about love, I missed off a portion of the speech to say and vice versa. I hope that 

clears the confusion around that piece. It was not meant to be about male or female, only 

the fact that love and sex has become so confused that we haven't really been able to 

define it too well. This of course is down to the literature of disinformation they have 

done for over 100 years, of blurring the two separate acts and another version of the 

external and internal switching. Trying to make love via sex appear external of us, love is 

an internal frequency, but sex is an external act that can be an internal process that 

develops over time. Love at first sight is more to do with the external also, which brings 

in the more recent label of soul mates. Whilst this can happen, it is another program in 

essence, because very rarely do those so called soul mates stay together for any length of 

time. But, the idea that having sex automatically means the male or female are in love, is 

formulated by romantic novels and movies, it is not realistic. Love for a person develops 

over time, instant love is more based on the external lust. Given the majority of people 

sadly, reside in the low vibrational field, they find themselves seeking what they think is 

love, and when that love starts to fade, seek other ways to find it by blurring the sex act 

with the frequency of real love. You can love many people, but being in love with a 

person is very different, and given love is a higher frequency vibration, not accessible to 

most of the populace. The key is to improve the self, raise your vibration and then 

experience the real love, not the illusion. 

 

European leaders met this week to discuss you would think were major events. Like 

Covid, people dying, policies or the increasing financial crisis, or the little matter of war 

potentially on your doorstep, but no, there was something they felt was far more 

important than all of that combined. What could it possibly be, worse than all of that? 

European Union leaders pledged Wednesday to confront the rise of antisemitism and 

Holocaust denial witnessed during the corona virus pandemic. European Council 

President Charles Michel said the lessons of the Holocaust are now more relevant than 

ever. First, because Jewish people feel threatened, and they are threatened, he said. They 

are even attacked in Europe, just because they are Jewish, we do not accept this, we will 

never accept it. Michel spoke at an online event organized by the European Jewish 

Congress. The Jewish mind control meme rolls on unabated it seems. I will never 

condone attacking the average Jewish person on the street or abusing them. But, the 

Jewish people have to come together and route out the people who roll out this self pity 

and shaming meme on the general public at regular intervals, because many people have 
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had enough of it. My parents often wondered why I would grow so indignant at the 

falsification and exploitation of the Nazi genocide. The most obvious answer is that it has 

been used to justify criminal policies of the Israeli state and US support for these policies. 

- Norman G. Finkelstein 

 

This is an interesting piece and gives a good overview of the problems we face, that has 

been blurred, distorted, deflected and ignored with the Covid narrative. Whilst the clowns 

were waiting for divine intervention from the gods, and hoping all their problems would 

go away, they didn't and it never. There will be an enormous global struggle in the next 

few years on many levels, but we can all sit back and whine about it, or we can build a 

brighter future ourselves. We’re Living in a Boiling Frog Economy and we need to jump 

out right now. Writing nerds will be happy to know that it’s not actually a boiling frog 

analogy, it’s technically an apologue, and it goes something like this: Once upon a time, 

there was a frog. A horrible human (statistically speaking, a six-year-old boy raised in, 

say, New Jersey) threw the frog in a pot of boiling water, the frog immediately jumped 

out. So the wicked boy, let’s call him Christopher Christie of Newark put the frog in a pot 

of cold water, and slowly raised the temperature until the amphibian hot-potted itself to 

death. Science nerds will be happy to know that one cruel scientist supposedly did, 

indeed, boil a frog alive, by raising the temperature by 0.002°C per second for a period of 

2.5 hours. So what is the philosophical point of this particularly well-known apologue? 

That humans, roughly speaking, aren’t much smarter than your everyday pond Kermit, 

and that if a socio-enviro-economic-political environment changes slowly enough, most 

people will find themselves enduring unfathomable amounts of suffering thanks to 

creeping normality. As thousands of astute Surviving Tomorrow readers already know, 

we are living in a Boiling Frog Economy. Let’s look at just seven of the ways the 

Extractor Class is slowly turning up the heat: Wage stagnation: Worker output 

(productivity) has increased more than 250% since 1971, but affordability and worker 

compensation haven’t risen by half that amount in the past fifty years. In other words, the 

reason the globe is now burdened with 2,755 billionaires is that they stole half of all 

American worker wealth for five straight decades, and it’s speeding up. As AI, machine 

learning, robotics, financialization, and monopolization devour tens of millions of jobs, 

gigified workers will compete for low wages and poor conditions while billionaires make 

their $5.5 trillion pandemic gains look like chump change. Price inflation: Rising prices 

are caused by many things: Corporations raising prices (the #1 cause), Corporate-capture 

governments printing excess currency, Corporations creating credit out of thin air, 

Corporations monopolizing, colluding, and price-fixing, Corporations purposefully 

constricting supply, Corporations increasing demand and out-bidding consumers for 

houses, stocks, art, and anything else they value, you get the point. Without a revolution, 

world war, or major economic depression, prices will go up for the rest of our lives and 

governments will straight-up lie to us about how fast prices are actually going up, 

constantly manipulating CPI numbers to suit the political narrative. Subscription 
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serfdom: Corporations are at the beginning of an insidious transition from owning the 

means of production to also owning the products themselves. Already, you cannot legally 

purchase a Netflix original movie or show. You cannot remote start your Toyota without 

paying $8/month. You cannot use Adobe Creative Cloud without paying $40,000 over 

the course of your career. These things might seem like mere trifles, but what happens 

when investment companies suddenly realize they can rent you an IKEA mattress for 

$99/month on a three-year term? Suddenly, the market “value” of mattresses jumps to 

$3,600. It’s why the average house will cost $10+ million in our lifetime. Next thing you 

know, you won’t be able to afford to own anything, not even your underwear. Which 

brings in the line You will own nothing and be happy does it not? Resource depletion: 

Can you imagine being the person who chopped down the last tree on Easter Island? 

What an idiot, we might think. But that’s what happens when you suffer from landscape 

amnesia. Which we all do: 60,000,000 bison used to roam the plains and make soil for us, 

the Great Barrier Reef is no longer great and will be dead within our lifetime, Cape Cod 

no longer has cod. In case you’re wondering what that looks like on a graph, it’s pretty 

stark: The reality is that most of us don’t think about water poisoning, deforestation, 

species collapse, and soil extinction, but as Empires of Food pointed out so well, 

civilizations that neglect their ecosystem, falling anywhere short of absolute 

sustainability inevitably die. Democratic destruction: No country on earth has ever tried 

democracy, but even our so-called “representative” system has been in decline for fifteen 

straight years thanks to unlimited corporate campaign finance, corporate lobbying, and 

the well-documented corporate takeover of Congress and the Federal Reserve. Actually it 

has been in decline since 1776, but the real decline was when the Organic Constitution 

and the US government was permanently replaced with a Corporation in 1871, it began 

the real decline, by 1912 when the Fed took over the finance, the terminal decline of the 

country began to escalate at an alarming rate, due to the boiling frog analogy, or as I 

prefer to call it, totalitarian creep. At this point, America has almost certainly reached 

escape velocity on the corporate usurpation of political power, corporations have already 

started throwing innocent people in prison. Privatization and commodification: Now that 

corporations are solidly in possession of America Inc., it’s simply a matter of privatizing 

what little remains of the commons, be it public infrastructure or national parks. Just as 

the British Conservatives have been waging a decade-long war to privatize the nation’s 

beloved NHS, American politicians are putting a price tag on everything and selling it off 

to the highest bidder, including mountains, rivers, lakes; nature itself. Intellectual 

distraction: Karl Marx said, Religion is the opium of the people, and he was right, if we 

understand that faith and religion are different things, and that the vast majority of post-

modern society follows the religion of Secularist-Individualism with its rituals of self-

worship, celebrity adoration, unlimited accumulation, 24/7 digital distraction, and endless 

online theological wars over politics, identity, and power. History will look back and ask 

why the masses allowed their world to fall to the corporatists; It is because they never 

looked up from their shiny screens. How frogs live and die: Imagine being thrown 
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overnight into a world where you own nothing, including your own clothes, and rent 

everything for top dollar on a daily/nightly basis from post-national techno-feudalist 

monopolies, including overcrowded housing, it’s the sharing economy, remember? You 

will work three or more underpaid gig jobs, slaving from sunup to, well after sundown 

just to stay alive, eating bugs and vegan factory-manufactured foods, living much of your 

lonely life in a digital world because the planet is a hellscape, fighting with complete 

strangers online, with zero democratic say in how the corporatocracy in which you live 

operates. You’d jump out of that pot immediately. Billions of people already live 

adjacent to this level of day-to-day desperation, and that’s where the 99% are being 

pushed by corporations, slowly but surely. Civilizations typically collapse not with a 

bang, but with a whimper. In our case, it will be a low simmer, but by the time the frogs 

realize it, we’ll already be fully cooked. A very good analogy with just a couple of 

interjections from me, and what that all explains is, why we need the TPC. Stop being a 

boiling frog and come and join the organic humans within the group and lets build for a 

future, and not boil our life force away like the modern day Trustee. 

 

This past week I have attended several calls with groups of people, who where once 

associated with the Life Force group. This was by their request, and I did not go in to 

speak badly of Kim, although many were outraged at the antics, behavior, underhanded 

tactics, controlling nature of the group, plus the apparent fraudulent use of the donations 

to the group, been given out only to people that approved all things Kim. A sorry tale and 

some of it downright nasty. Whilst some will see it as getting one over on Kim, I have no 

desire to do that and indeed I haven't a need to do that regardless, as she has made 

massive strides of getting one over on herself. But, I went and expected some kickback, 

and some duly obliged, which is their right to do. I went to bring people together, as it 

has not and will not work several small or moderately large groups all doing the same 

thing, yet lacking a platform to bring it all together. Pooling our resources under one 

umbrella as it where, has never been tried, and so I got that across to the people who were 

largely UK based of how it will work, what are the principals and dynamics behind it, 

and also what are the themes of the TPC. By and large it went well, there was some 

kickback, as some felt the name was wrong, it is another control structure, it is operated 

from the top down, suggesting we run a hierarchy, I am not flexible and it was ran by one 

or three people, are some of things that some of the people rejected the idea of the TPC 

for. Most of you listening will not recognize those statements, but these are new people, I 

was invited to speak to about the TPC, and that is what I got across. These were people 

who have been badly burnt by the Life Force group, and I feel there is a fear element with 

some people of jumping from one group to another. They fell for the oldest trick in the 

book, as did some of our own members, the savior and seducement program, and some 

haven't forgiven themselves for making an error of going with Life Force. But, that is ok 

and hopefully many of them will see it as a learning curve, not a mistake. The fear of 

making a mistake plagues many of us, and why so many are shut down. But mistakes are 
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only mistakes if you fail to learn the lesson from it, not going near a similar situation 

because the last choice they made was wrong, is avoiding the lesson, and so it is destined 

to repeat. In essence this boils down to not trusting the self, rather than the projection of 

not trusting me or the TPC, and that is something we all have to learn individually to be 

able to grow. The ones who wish to join will and the ones who don't, won't, that is their 

free will choice. All of them were very nice people, all wishing for the same things, to be 

progressive and solution based. I wished them all well in their individual groups and it 

ended more than amicably. I have been asked to attend a larger group call in mid 

February, and also offered to do an open zoom call, between their members and our 

members, particularly those in the communal gatherings, where are members answer 

their questions or concerns they may have, rather than just me. It was a very useful 

exercise to me to be able to gauge where people are at, and vice versa. I have rarely 

engaged out of our group for years now, so it was worth the 11 hours of calls to engage 

people with ideas, solutions, knowledge and support. I planted the seed and is now down 

to them on an individual level and collective level to decide whether, they wish to grow 

something organically and be involved in something far bigger than themselves, their 

groups or their countries. In my opinion the feedback of those who were against the TPC, 

were more inclined currently to fight the old system, than what we are doing in building a 

new one. But that is likely due to the fact they are behind in the understanding of how the 

world works, who are the players and the real truth about everything our members have 

consumed in vast quantities. That is not their fault but it is something they will have to 

catch up to at some point, to be able to fully understand where we are coming from. Rest 

assured we will not be adding numbers for the sake of it, that will never work for us. We 

have built a largely amicable group of people working hard for the group and each other, 

and that will not be jeopardized for the sake of numbers. The calls were two ways, they 

were assessing me and us, and likewise, and maybe they will ponder on things better 

when the anger about Kim, Tank and Liam subsides. I guess her power play of being the 

one and only has now failed, fairly spectacularly according to their inner circle and outer 

circle people. Maybe now people can get down to the real work of building for the future, 

most of which can be done without funding. The dangling carrot has rotted away with the 

rest of the cesspit known as the alt media, and that is a great thing for us all. We can all 

learn to come together as one harmonic unit, that will drive real change for the right 

reasons, and not the lure of receiving many pieces of paper with numbers on. The great 

question to all now is are you wise enough? Echoing the lyrics in the song: All I'm really 

asking is, what are we doing here Are we just killing time just living year to year In this 

big world, no one else can play our part x3 Ain't it time to just wake up and give it all We 

have a chance to make a difference till our dying day 

 

 


